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Abstract
We study programs of a ﬁnitary ML-like language RMLf with ground-type references. RMLf
permits the use of functions with locally declared variables that remain private and persist from one
use of the function to the next. Using game semantics we show that this leads to undecidability of
program equivalence already at second order.We also examine the extent to which this feature can be
captured by regular languages. This gives a decidability result for a second-order fragment RML−f of
RMLf , which comprises many examples studied in the literature.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Game semantics has contributed fully abstract models for a variety of programming
languages. Each of these models gives a semantic account of program equivalence: the
interpretations of programs coincide if and only if the programs are equivalent in the re-
spective languages. This makes it possible, at least in principle, to reason about program
equivalence with the help of game models. However, their structure does not facilitate such
reasoning, since the game categories are obtained via non-trivial quotienting. Fortunately,
for languages with ground-type references, the quotient can be characterized explicitly via
sets of special plays, making the model more accessible and usable.
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Plays in game semantics are sequences of moves equipped with pointers. In some cases,
however, the pointer structure can be shown to be uniquely reconstructible and consequently
can be ignored. Then sets of plays can be regarded simply as languages over the alphabet of
moves and program equivalence can be analyzed as language equivalence. If the associated
language equivalence is decidable, so must be program equivalence. In order to obtain
decidability, ﬁnitary language fragments are considered: with ﬁnite datatypes and with
iteration instead of unrestricted recursion.
The ﬁrst result establishing that pattern of reasoning has been obtained by Ghica and
McCusker [10,11] and concerned second-order Idealized Algol and regular expressions.
This discovery initiated research into algorithmic aspects of game semantics and its potential
to become a foundation for software model-checking [2]. The initial decidability result has
also been extended in various directions: to third-order IdealizedAlgol [22,21], concurrency
[12] and a call-by-value language with arrays [9]. The last of these papers, by Ghica,
investigated a language with ﬁrst-order procedures and block-allocated variables, such as
those used in imperative programs.
In this paper we consider the call-by-value case as well but we shall focus on dynamically
allocated (integer-valued) variables used in languages such as Standard ML.Access to such
variables can be passed outside their original allocation block, which opens up new ways of
manipulating the program state. One can also deﬁne functions which have “private” local
variables that persist over invocations and accumulate information throughout their lifetime,
like in the simple example given below:
(lint ref. (x int.if !l < max then (l := !l + 1; x) else ))(ref(0)) : int → int
where the local variable restricts the number of function calls and causes divergence after
max uses (see also Examples 3, 21, 27 and 28). This encapsulates the state within the func-
tion much like in object-oriented programming. Indeed, that mechanism can be employed
to deﬁne objects and implement basic object-oriented features [25]. The combination of
imperative and functional features present in ML turns out quite difﬁcult to reason about
[23]. In fact we are going to show that already at second order ﬁnitary program equivalence
is undecidable. On the other hand, we will identify a language fragment with second-order
procedures which can be captured via regular languages and which still contains many ex-
amples considered in the literature [23,26]. The language will include some terms whose
game semantics is not strictly regular. Then, instead of the full semantics, we will use a
suitable regular representative.
Our language of study is ﬁnitary RML for which a fully abstract game model was given
by Abramsky and McCusker [5]. RML bears close resemblance to Reduced ML as studied
by Pitts and Stark [23,26] with one important distinction. RML is equipped with a variable
constructor mkvar, which can be used to design user-deﬁned variable objects that do not
have to behave like standardmemory cells. In general this featuremakesRML contextsmore
discriminating as far as program equivalence is concerned, but this happens only when the
types of the terms involved have negative 1 occurrences of int ref. In other cases RML can
simply be considered a conservative extension of Reduced ML and then our results are
immediately applicable to Reduced ML, including the undecidability result which does not
1 i.e. in the left-hand scope of a odd number of arrows.
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make use ofmkvar. Recent advances in game semantics suggest that it will soon be possible
to construct a fully-abstract game model without using mkvar, using ideas which can be
traced back to Fraenkel-Mostowski set theory [15,3]. For the time being, the RML game
model can be seen as a simpler and in many cases faithful alternative. In fact for int ref-free
types the model in [15] coincides with the model for RML.
Outline of the paper. We introduce ﬁnitary RML (referred to as RMLf ) in Section 2
along with the induced notions of program approximation and equivalence and discuss its
relationship to Reduced ML. In Section 3 we give a self-contained description of the game
model forRMLf [5]. Since there are no tutorial introductions to call-by-value games, we aim
to present the constructions underlying the model in a way that should be understandable to
anyone who has read the call-by-name games tutorial [7]. Section 4 contains a systematic
study of cases in which pointers are redundant in plays. This motivates the introduction of
RML−f in Section 5, which is a fragment ofRMLf that will turn out representable via regular
languages. RML−f supports second-order procedures and makes it possible to encapsulate
the state in tuples of ﬁrst-order functions.Thus, for example, classeswith ﬁrst-ordermethods
can be modelled. Finally, Section 6 presents a reduction of the halting problem to second-
order RMLf equivalence.
Related work. A detailed analysis of the behaviour of languages with the features dis-
cussed here has been carried out by Pitts and Stark [23,26]. Call-by-value game semantics
has been introduced by Honda andYoshida [13] (in the functional case) and by Abramsky
and McCusker [4]. In the context of algorithmic game semantics, this paper is an extension
of Ghica’s work on regular languages for ﬁrst-order call-by-value [9]. As for undecidabil-
ity, the present author has previously shown that ﬁfth-order RMLf with block-allocated
variables is undecidable [19,20]. That result was derived from an undecidability result for
fourth-order ﬁnitary Idealized Algol and did not rely on ML-references. Using a similar
approach we show that due to their presence undecidability already occurs at second order.
2. RMLf
RMLf is an ML-like language with ground-type references. Its types are generated ac-
cording to the grammar
 ::= unit | int | int ref | → ,
where unit is the type of commands, int is a ﬁnite ground datatype corresponding to an
initial segment {0, . . . , N} (N > 0) of the set of natural numbers and int ref is the type of
int-valued references. RMLf typing judgments are presented in Fig. 1. 2 The term unit
is a “divergent constant” to which no reduction rule will apply. The operational semantics
will be given in terms of stores. Let L range over ﬁnite sets of locations which are taken
from some countable set. An L-store s is simply a partial function from L to {0, . . . , N}. We
write s(l → n) for the store obtained by updating s so that l is mapped to n (this may extend
2 The order of a type is deﬁned by: ord(unit) = ord(int) = 0, ord(int ref) = 1, ord(1 → 2) = max(1 +
ord(1), ord(2)). A term-in-context   M :  is of order i iff ord() i and the order of each type in  is
strictly smaller than i.
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  () : unit   unit : unit
n ∈ {0, . . . , N}
  n : int
, x :   x : 
  M : int   Mi :  i = 0, . . . , N
  case(M)[M0, . . . ,MN ] : 
  M : int ref
  !M : int   M : int ref   N : int  M :=N : unit   M : int  refM : int ref
  M : → ′   N : 
  MN : ′
, x :   M : ′
  x.M : → ′
  M : unit → int   N : int → unit
  mkvarMN : int ref
  M : int   N : unit
  whileM doN : unit
Fig. 1. Syntax of RMLf .
the domain of s). We say that V is in canonical form if it is either a variable, a location, an
int-constant, the unit value (), a -abstraction or mkvar(x.M1)(x.M2). The operational
semantics given in Fig. 2 takes the form of judgments
〈L, s 〉M ⇓ 〈L′, s′ 〉V
where s is an L-store, s′ is an L′-store, L ⊆ L′ and V is a canonical form. Most rules are
presented as
M1 ⇓ V1 M2 ⇓ V2 · · · Mn ⇓ Vn
M ⇓ V
which is an abbreviation for
〈L1, s1 〉M1 ⇓ 〈L2, s2 〉V1
〈L2, s2 〉M2 ⇓ 〈L3, s3 〉V2
...
〈Ln, sn 〉Mn ⇓ 〈Ln+1, sn+1 〉Vn
〈L1, s1 〉M1 ⇓ 〈Ln+1, sn+1 〉V .
Note that this means that the ordering of the hypotheses is signiﬁcant. For a closed term
M : unit we writeM ⇓ iff 〈 ∅,∅ 〉M ⇓ 〈L, s 〉 () for some L, s.
Deﬁnition 1. Two terms-in-context  M1 and  M2 :  are observationally equivalent
(  M1M2) if for any context C[−] such that C[M1], C[M2] are closed terms of typeunit,
we have C[M1] ⇓ if and only if C[M2] ⇓. Similarly,M1 approximatesM2 (  M1∼ M2)
if for all contexts satisfying the same properties as above whenever C[M1] ⇓ we also have
C[M2] ⇓.
Remark 2. In order to simplify future case analyses we have deﬁned RMLf using as few
syntactic constructs as possible. Because int is ﬁnite, the successor, predecessor, addition,
subtraction (mod N), <, >, and = (for int) can all be deﬁned using case. In a similar
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V ⇓ V
M ⇓ i Mi ⇓ V
case(M)[· · · ,Mi, · · ·] ⇓ V
M ⇓ 0
whileM doN ⇓ ()
M ⇓ i N ⇓ () whileM doN ⇓ ()
whileM doN ⇓ () i = 0
M ⇓ x.M ′ N ⇓ N ′ M ′[N ′/x] ⇓ V
MN ⇓ V
〈L, s 〉M ⇓ 〈L′, s′ 〉n
〈L, s 〉 refM ⇓ 〈L′ ∪ {l}, s′(l → n) 〉 l l /∈ L
′
〈L, s 〉M ⇓ 〈L′, s′ 〉 l s′(l) = n
〈L, s 〉 !M ⇓ 〈L′, s′ 〉 n
〈L, s 〉M ⇓ 〈L′, s′ 〉 l 〈L′, s′ 〉N ⇓ 〈L′′, s′′ 〉n
〈L, s 〉M :=N ⇓ 〈L′′, s′′(l → n) 〉 ()
M ⇓ V1 N ⇓ V2
mkvarMN ⇓ mkvarV1 V2
M ⇓ mkvarV1 V2 V1() ⇓ n!M ⇓ n
M ⇓ mkvarV1 V2 N ⇓ n V2(n) ⇓ ()
M :=N ⇓ ()
Fig. 2. Operational semantics of RMLf .
vein, ifM thenM1 elseM0 can be deﬁned by case(M)[M0,M1, . . . ,M1]. Using unit it
is possible to deﬁne divergent terms  at any type.
It is worth noting that the deﬁnitions of  and ∼ do not depend on the presence of
while-loops in contexts, because already without them all compact elements of the game
model are deﬁnable [6]. However, since while-loops are a common programming idiom, it
is good to have them in the language. Actually, their inclusion does not affect our results
on (un)decidability. The decidability results will include while, whereas the undecidability
argument is carried out without them.
Notation. Throughout the paper we will use let-expressions as syntactic sugar for function
application: let x = M inN will stand for (x.N)M . For instance, let x = ref(0) inN
introduces a location that can range over multiple uses of N. An important special case is
when x does not occur in N (for instance, in order to evaluate M to produce side-effects).
Then we write M;N or let = M inN . Additionally, let x1 = M1, . . . , xn = Mn inM
will abbreviate the obvious nesting of n let-constructs. We will also use “assertions” of the
shape [condition] which are shorthand for if condition then () elseunit.
Example 3. let v = ref(0) in x.((v := x+!v); !v) keeps a running total of all arguments it
has been applied to. This should be contrasted with x.let v = ref(0) in ((v := x+!v); !v),
which creates a new copy of v for each call in which it stores the current argument. The
latter term, but not the former, could be deﬁned in a call-by-value Algol-like language.
The syntax and operational semantics of RMLf are faithful to Standard ML with one no-
table exception.RMLf has themkvar-constructor whichmakes it possible to deﬁne variable
objects from user-deﬁned read- and write-methods. Such objects, known as “bad variables”,
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rarely behave like genuine variables. For instance, mkvar(x.1, x.unit) always returns
1 when dereferenced and diverges at the ﬁrst write request. mkvar is present in RMLf for
semantic reasons, without it the gamemodel in [5] would lose the deﬁnability property (any
compact strategy is deﬁnable by a term) and would not be fully abstract.
The canonical restriction of Standard ML to ground-type references (without bad vari-
ables), called Reduced ML, has been introduced in [26] and studied in [23]. Any (ﬁnitary)
Reduced ML term can be viewed as an RMLf term: the only obstacle is the equality test
eq : int ref → int ref → int for locations, but it is not a primitive operation and can be
replaced, for instance, by x.x′.let v =!x, b = (x := !x′ + 1; (!x =!x′)) in (x := v; b)
[23]. Consequently, one can analyze (ﬁnitary) Reduced ML terms in RMLf and ask when
RMLf is a conservative extension of (ﬁnitary) Reduced ML. Clearly, due to the possible
bad-variable behaviour, RMLf -contexts are more general, so we have:
Proposition 4. Let   M1,M2 :  be Reduced ML terms. Then M1∼ RMLfM2 implies
M1∼ ReducedMLM2 (and similarly for).
The converse does not hold in general: for instance, vint ref.(v := !v)v.() holds in
ReducedML, but not inRMLf , because the termsmight be applied to the badvariable created
above, which would result in divergence for the left term. Note that these terms have type
 = int ref → unit, i.e. int ref has a negative occurrence. In fact this characterizes the cases
when Reduced ML and RMLf differ. If  has no negative occurrences of int ref, then the
type of the context, namely ⇒ unit, has no positive occurrences of int ref. For such types,
the deﬁnability proof for compact strategies does not need mkvar [6,5]: any ﬁnite strategy
on ⇒ unit is deﬁnable by amkvar-free term. Consequently, for any discriminatingRMLf
context we can ﬁnd one without mkvar.
Proposition 5. Let  be an RMLf -type without negative occurrences of int ref. Let M1,
M2 :  be Reduced ML terms. Then M1∼ ReducedMLM2 implies M1∼ RMLfM2. Conse-
quently, RMLf is a conservative extension of Reduced ML at type : M1∼ ReducedMLM2
⇐⇒ M1∼ RMLfM2.
The proposition can readily be extended to open terms using the fact that   M1∼ M2
is equivalent to .M1∼ .M2. Hence, facts proved about RMLf will often carry over
to Reduced ML. This will be the case with both the decidability and the undecidability
results we are about to present. It is worth stressing that the restriction on the occurrences
of int ref concerns only the types of the termsM1,M2. Their typing derivations might well
contain negative occurrences of int ref, but these have to be bound in later stages of the
derivation.
3. Game semantics of RMLf
Game semantics views types as games. The games involve two players, called Opponent
(O) and Proponent (P ), who make their moves alternately. Terms are then interpreted as
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strategies for Proponent. Call-by-value game semantics [6] ﬁts into the framework proposed
by Moggi in [18], where he shows how, given a cartesian-closed category equipped with
a strong monad, one can model the call-by-value lambda calculus. In the case of games,
the underlying cartesian-closed category can be constructed through the “families construc-
tion” (known as free coproduct completion in category theory) and the monadic action is
deﬁned using sum games. Below we present all the elements in a rather direct way aiming
to bridge the gap between the abstract original presentation in [5] and the concrete repre-
sentation we are aiming to describe later for a fragment of RMLf . Most of the deﬁnitions
that follow are by now standard in game semantics. We include them to ensure a self-
contained presentation of the call-by-value model. For detailed proofs the reader should
consult [16].
3.1. Games and strategies
Each game has an underlying arena which is used to specify the combinatorial constraints
that moves by O and P must satisfy.
Deﬁnition 6. An arena A is a triple 〈MA, A, A 〉, where
• MA is a set of moves;
• A : MA → {O,P } × {Q,A} is a function determining for each m ∈ MA whether it is
an Opponent or a Proponent move and whether it is a question or an answer (we write
OPA , 
QA
A for the composite of A with respectively the ﬁrst and second projection);• A is a relation betweenMA+{} andMA, called enabling, satisfying the three conditions
below:
(1) if  A n, then A(n) = (O,Q) and m  An for any m ∈ MA,
(2) if m A n and m =  then OPA (m) = OPA (n),
(3) if m A n and QAA (n) = A then QAA (m) = Q.
We shall write IA for the set of all moves of A which are enabled by ; such moves are
called initial. By (1) an initial move must be an Opponent question. IfmAn we say that m
enables n. By (2) players always enable each other’s moves, never their own and, by (3),
answers can only be enabled by questions.
Not all sequences of moves are regarded as legal in the games. The legal positions are
deﬁned below in a series of deﬁnitions: in short, they are justiﬁed sequences satisfying the
visibility and bracketing conditions.
Deﬁnition 7. A justiﬁed sequence in arena A is a ﬁnite sequence of moves of A equipped
with pointers: each occurrence of a non-initial move n must have a unique pointer to an
earlier occurrence of a move m such that mAn. We then say that n is (explicitly) justiﬁed
by m and, when n is an answer, that n answers m.
We shall also say that n is hereditarily justiﬁed bym is there is a chain of pointers leading
from n back tom.Wewillwrite sm for the subsequence of s consisting ofmoves hereditarily
justiﬁed by m.
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For a justiﬁed sequence s, the O-view s of s and the P-view s of s are deﬁned as
follows.
The notions of views are used to deﬁne legal sequences next.
Deﬁnition 8. A justiﬁed sequence s is legal if and only if
• The players alternate: if s = s1mns2 then OP (m) = OP (n).
• The bracketing condition holds: whenever an answer move is played, it answers the most
recent unanswered question.
• The visibility condition holds: whenever s = s1ms2ns3 and n is explicitly justiﬁed by m
then m must occur in s1ms2 if n is an O-move or in s1ms2 if n is a P-move.
Games are deﬁned by specifying the legal positions that can be explored by the two
players.
Deﬁnition 9. A gameA is speciﬁed by a structure 〈MA, A, A, PA 〉where 〈MA, A, A 〉
is an arena and PA is a non-empty, preﬁx-closed subset of LA, called the positions of A,
satisfying the following condition: if s ∈ PA and i is an initial move in s, then si ∈ PA.
The simplest game is the empty game 〈 ∅,∅,∅, {} 〉, which will be denoted by 1. In Fig.
3 we present several standard constructions on games that are needed to interpret RMLf -
types. + on the right-hand side of the deﬁning equations denotes the disjoint sum of two
sets, we write
∑
i∈I Xi if the disjoint sum of a family of sets is involved.
The deﬁnitions of Fig. 3 imply the so-called switching conditions. Each play in theA⊗B
game is an interleaving of a play of A with a play of B, but it is only O who can switch
between them. In A	B the ownership of moves in A is reversed. Plays are also interleav-
ings of plays from the component games, but now only P can switch between them. In
A×B each play proceeds entirely in A or in B, no interleavings occur. For a change, the set
of plays on !A consists of any number of interleavings of plays in A. Finally, in∑i∈I Ai
O has to start with q, after which P “chooses” i ∈ I ; afterwards the play proceeds as
in Ai .
Notation. Most of the game constructions rely on the disjoint sum.Whenwe give examples
of positions we will use subscripts and superscripts to indicate various occurrences of the
same move. For instance, if two copies of the same game occur on the left and right side
of  we normally use the subscripts l, r . Similarly, we use the superscripts i for moves
originating fromcomponents of
∑
i∈I Xi .We shall often treat the disjoint sumas associative
and commutative without mentioning the associated isomorphisms explicitly.
Games are the objects of game categories. Strategieswill be theirmorphisms.We consider
deterministic strategies only.
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MA⊗B = MA +MB
A⊗B = [A, B ]
 A⊗B =  A + B
PA⊗B = {s ∈ LA⊗B | sA ∈ PA ∧ sB ∈ PB}
MA	B = MA +MB
A	B = [〈 POA , QAA 〉, B ]
 A	B = (A ∩ (MA ×MA)) + {(b, a) | b ∈ IB ∧ a ∈ IA} + B
PA	B = {s ∈ LA	B | sA ∈ PA ∧ sB ∈ PB}
MA×B = MA +MB
A×B = [A, B ]
 A×B =  A + B
PA×B = {s ∈ LA×B | sA ∈ PA ∧ sB = } ∪
{s ∈ LA×B | sA =  ∧ sB ∈ PB}
M!A = MA
!A = A
 !A =  A
P!A = {s ∈ L!A | for all m ∈ IA, sm ∈ PA}
M∑
i∈I Ai = {q} + I +
∑
i∈I MAi
∑
i∈I Ai = {(q,O)} + (I × {P })+
∑
i∈I Ai
∑
i∈I Ai = {(, q)} + {(q, i) | i ∈ I } + {(i,m) | i ∈ I, m ∈ IAi }+∑
i∈I (Ai ∩ (MAi ×MAi ))
P∑
i∈I Ai = {, q} ∪ {qi | i ∈ I } ∪ {qis | i ∈ I, s ∈ PAi }
sA, sB denote the subsequence of s consisting of all moves fromMA andMB respectively. POA is deﬁned by:
POA (m) = O if and only if OPA (m) = P .
Fig. 3. Game constructions.
Deﬁnition 10. A strategy  for a game A is a non-empty set of even-length positions from
PA, satisfying:
• if sab ∈  then s ∈ ;
• if sab, sac ∈  then b = c (the justiﬁers of b and c are also required to be the same so
that we have sab = sac).
The identity strategy for A	A is deﬁned by
idA = {s ∈ P evenA1	A2 | ∀t "even s. tA1 = tA2},
where P evenA is the subset of PA consisting of even-length positions, t "even s means that
t is an even-length preﬁx of s and the subscripts 1, 2 distinguish the two occurrences of A.
idA simply copies Opponent moves to the other copy of A.
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Two strategies  : A	B and  : B	C can be composed (to yield a strategy ;  :
A	C) by considering their possible interactions in the shared game B; moves in B are
subsequently hidden yielding a sequence of moves in A and C. More formally, let u be
a sequence of moves from arenas A,B and C with justiﬁcation pointers from all moves
except those initial in C such that pointers from moves in C cannot point to moves in A and
vice versa. Deﬁne uB,C to be the subsequence of u consisting of all moves from B and
C (pointers between A-moves and B-moves are ignored). uA,B is deﬁned analogously
(pointers between B and C are then ignored). We say that u is an interaction sequence of
A,B and C if uA,B ∈ PA	B and uB,C ∈ PB	C . The set of all such sequences is
written as int(A,B,C). Then we let
;  = {uA,C | u ∈ int(A,B,C), uA,B ∈ , uB,C ∈ },
where uA,C is the subsequence of u consisting of all moves from A and C, but where
there was a pointer from a move mA ∈ MA to an initial move mB ∈ MB we extend the
pointer to the initial move in C which was pointed to from mB .
3.2. Categories of games
Games and strategies form a symmetric monoidal closed category in which morphisms
between A and B are given by strategies on A	B composed as deﬁned above. The ⊗
construction is the requisite tensor product and 	 provides the necessary closure. The
empty game is the tensor unit. This category is a stepping stone towards a cartesian-closed
category which will be deﬁned next. For that it is necessary to consider a restricted class of
games.
Deﬁnition 11. A game A is well-opened iff for all sm ∈ PA, where m is initial, we have
s = .
Given  :!A	B, where B is well-opened, we can deﬁne † :!A	!B by interleaving
plays from . The purpose of the restriction to well-opened games is the fact that  is
determined uniquely by † only if B is well-opened.
Now the cartesian-closed category I is deﬁned by taking the objects to be well-opened
games and taking morphisms between A and B to be strategies for the (well-opened) game
!A	B.  :!A	B and  :!B	C are composed by taking †;  :!A	C. The identities in
I are given by strategies derA :!A	A which are simply retyped variants of idA : A	A.
From now on we will restrict our attention to I, so whenever we use; and idA for strategies
we mean the composition and the identities in I.
Theorem 12 (McCusker [16], Abramsky and McCusker [6]). I is a cartesian-closed cat-
egory with products given by × and function spaces A⇒ B taken to be !A	B.
Projections in I are essentially the same as identity strategies on I, embedded into the
game A × B ⇒ A. Pairing amounts to taking the disjoint sum of two strategies, whereas
currying is essentially the identity operation sinceA×B⇒C is isomorphic toA⇒(B⇒C).
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The product construction can easily be generalized to give small products
∏
i∈I Ai . The
empty game 1 is the terminal object. In fact A, 1 × A, A × 1, 1 ⇒ A are all identical up
to the embedding into the disjoint sum. I will be the base category over which another
cartesian-closed category Fam(I) is constructed. Fam(I) will be the category in which
call-by-value can be interpreted following Moggi’s recipe [18].
The objects of Fam(I) are families of games {Ai}i∈I indexed by a set I. A Fam(I)-
morphism from {Ai}i∈I to {Bj }j∈J is a pair (f, {i}i∈I )where f : I → J is a function and
i : Ai → Bf (i) is a I-morphism.These are composed componentwise: given (f, {i}i∈I ) :
{Ai}i∈I → {Bj }j∈J and (g, {j }j∈J ) : {Bj }j∈J → {Ck}k∈K , (f, {i}); (g, {j }) is deﬁned
to be (g ◦ f, {i}i∈I ) where i = i; f (i) : Ai → Cg(f (i)). The identity morphisms are
given by identity functions along with families of identity strategies (on I).
Fam(I) has all small products, which are calculated pointwise, e.g.
{Ai}i∈I × {Bj }j∈J = {Ai × Bj | (i, j) ∈ I × J }.
Projections are deﬁned by set-theoretic projections along with projections taken from I.
Similarly, pairing is deﬁned by pairing up functions and strategies (as in I). The ter-
minal object is the singleton family with the empty game. Exponentials in Fam(I) are
deﬁned by
{Ai | i ∈ I } ⇒ {Bj | j ∈ J } =
{∏
i∈I
(Ai ⇒ Bf (i)) | f ∈ J I
}
.
Given a map (f, {i,j }(i,j)∈I×J ) : {Ai}i∈I × {Bj }j∈J → {Ck}k∈K the corresponding cur-
ried map	(f, {i,j }) is (	(f ), {i}i∈I )where i : Ai →∏j∈J (Bj ⇒ Kf(i,j)) is obtained
by J-tupling the family {	(i,j ) : Ai → (Bj ⇒ Cf (i,j))}j∈J in I.
Theorem 13 (Abramsky and McCusker [5]). Fam(I) is a cartesian-closed category.
The sum-game construction can be used to deﬁne a monad T on Fam(I). Given a family
{Ai}i∈I of games, we let T ({Ai}i∈I ) be the singleton family (indexed by {)}) containing∑
i∈I !Ai . Recall that each play of
∑
i∈I !Ai begins with q played by O, after which P
plays i ∈ I . What follows is an interleaving of an arbitrary number of plays in Ai (only O
can switch between the interleavings). Given a morphism (f, {i}) : {Ai}i∈I → {Bj }j∈J ,
T (f, {i}) : T ({Ai})→ T ({Bj }) is deﬁned to be (g, {})where g : {)} → {)} is the unique
endofunction on {)} and  :∑i∈I !Ai →∑j∈J !Bj is the smallest strategy containing plays
of the shape qr ql il f (i)r s where s ∈ †i . The monad unit 
{Ai }i∈I : {Ai}i∈I → T ({Ai}i∈I )
is deﬁned by (f, {
i}) where f : I → {)} is the unique function from I to {)}, and

i : Ai ⇒
∑
i∈I !Ai are strategies which tell P to reply with i to the initial q and thereafter
copy moves of Ai between its left and right copies, as in id†Ai .
T can be shown to be a strong monad (Deﬁnition 2.2 in [18]) which implies the existence
of a family of the so-called (left) partial-pairing morphisms leftA,B : T (A) × T (B) →
T (A × B) that play a vital role in deﬁning the interpretations of call-by-value terms. In
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Fam(I) the maps left{Ai }i∈I ,{Bj }j∈J are given by (f,) where f : {)} × {)} → {)} is the
obvious function and  has plays as shown below. Note that below and in what follows we
write T ({Ai}i∈I ) for the unique game in T ({Ai}i∈I ).
T ({Ai}i∈I ) × T ({Bj }j∈J ) ⇒ T ({Ai × Bj }(i,j)∈I×J )
O q
P q
O i
P q
O j
P (i, j)
...
where
... denotes an exchange of moves where P simply copies moves between the left and
right copies of Ai and Bj (like in id†(Ai×Bj )).
3.3. CBV game semantics
Wehave nowhighlighted all the structure that is needed tomodel the call-by-value lambda
calculus in Fam(I) in the standard way [18]. Below we examine that interpretation in more
detail and show how other elements of the RMLf syntax are interpreted.
Typing derivations x1 : 1, . . . , xk : k  M : will be interpreted asFam(I)-morphisms
between 1, . . . , k = 1 × · · · × k and T (). RMLf types will be interpreted
as families of games {Ai}i∈I . The indexing sets I will be of a rather simple form: I will be
either the singleton set {)} or the set {0, . . . , N}.
• unit is the singleton family {1i}i∈{)}.
• int is the {0, . . . , N}-indexed family of empty games {1i}i∈{0,...,N}.
• int ref is the singleton family {var}i∈{)} such that
Mvar = {read} + {i | i = 0, . . . , N} + {write(i) | i = 0, . . . , N} + {ok},
where read and write(i) (0 iN ) are initial O-questions, i and ok are P-answers
(0 iN ) such that readvari and write(i)varok; plays are preﬁxes of (
∑N
i=0(read i +
write(i)ok))∗.
• 1 → 2 = 1 ⇒ T (2). That is, assuming 1 = {Ai}i∈I , 1 → 2 will be
the singleton family containing
∏
i∈I (Ai ⇒ T (2)).
Observe that whenever  = {Bi}i∈I we actually have Bi = Bi′ for i, i′ ∈ I , so we shall
write {B}i∈I instead. Suppose j = {Aj }ij∈Ij for j = 1, . . . , k. ThenFam(I)-morphisms
between 1× · · · × k and T () are pairs (f, {%i}%i∈%I ) where %I = I1 × · · · × Ik and
f : %I → {)}. Since there is only one such f, the morphisms are simply %I -indexed families
{%i}%i∈%I of strategies where given %i = (i1, . . . , ik), %i : A1 × · · · × Ak ⇒ T ({B}i∈I ). Note
that all these strategies are for the same game. Besides, Ii = {)} if and only if i = int.
Thus, intuitively, each of the constituent strategies corresponds to interpreting M in which
the free variables of type int are replaced with numerical values given by (i1, . . . , ik).
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Example 14. Let succ = x int.caseint(x)[1, . . . , N, 0]. Then x : int  succ x : int will be
interpreted by {i}i∈{0,...,N} such that i = {, q(i + 1)}. i is a strategy for 1 ⇒ T (int),
i.e. essentially T (int). The term x int.succ x is then interpreted by a single strategy
(strictly speaking, a {)}-indexed family of strategies) on∑j∈{)}!(∏i∈{0,...,N} T (int))with
positions of the shape q ) (
∑N
i=0 qi(i + 1)i)∗.
Remark 15. The unique game in T (unit) is the same as the one used for modelling
the type of commands in call-by-name languages. For the sake of uniformity, we will use
run, done (or simply r, d) instead of q, ) to refer to its moves. Similarly, the game T (int)
is identical to the call-by-name game representing the type of expressions. Note also that
int ref is essentially the same as unit → int × int → unit. This highlights the
commitment to Reynolds’ idea of representing variables as a product of the read and write
methods. This view however imposes itself on the syntax and necessitates the introduction
of mkvar if one aims for a fully abstract model.
Strategies interpreting typing judgments are for the game A1 × · · · ×Ak ⇒ T ({B}i∈I ).
Plays on that game are preﬁxes of sequences matching
q (MA1 + · · · +MAk)∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
Stage 1
i (MA1 + · · · +MAk +MB)∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
Stage 2
.
Informally, Stage 1 corresponds to evaluation resulting in the value i. For T (int), iwill be
one of the numerals, forT (unit) themove done signalling termination. For these two types
Stage 2 does not happen (there is nothing more to compute). In contrast, for T (int ref)
further play in !B will correspond to reading and writing. Similarly, for function types, the
play in !B will correspond to multiple, possibly nested, invocations with possibly varying
arguments.
The constants () : unit and n : int are interpreted by
  () : unit = {r d}
i∈%I   n : int = {q n}i∈%I ,
where Stage 1 is trivial and Stage 2 does not take place (neither stage occurs for    =
{{}}
i∈%I ). Here is an example of a term for which both stages will be present.
Example 16. The term
g : int → intlet f = (ifint→int g(1) then succ else x.succ(succ x))
in x.ifint g(0) then f x else x : int → int
generates the position q q1l 0
1
l ) q
3
r q
0
l 4
0
l 53r q2r q0l 00l 22r .
3.4. Interpretation of terms
Nowwebrieﬂy review all special strategies involved inmodelling other features ofRMLf .
The ﬁrst one is the monad unit 
which is used to interpret free identiﬁers and -abstraction.
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Suppose {, } = {A1 × · · · × Ak × B}(%i,i)∈%I×I .
• We have , x :   x :  = ; 
{B}i∈I , where  : ,  →  is a suitable projection
in Fam(I), i.e. ; 
{B}i∈I = {%i,i}(%i,i)∈%I×I , where (i1,...,ik,i) = k+1; 
i , k+1 : A1 ×
· · · × Ak × B ⇒ B is a projection in I and 
i : B ⇒
∑
i∈I !B.• We have   x.M : → ′ = 	(, x :   M : ′); 
→′, i.e. assuming
, x :   M : ′ = {′%i,i}(%i,i)∈%I×I and  → 
′ = {C} we have [[  x.M : 
′]] = {%i}%i∈%I where %i = 〈	(′%i,i ) | i ∈ I 〉; 
), where 
) : C ⇒
∑
i∈{)}!C.
Next, we consider the remaining rules of the shape
  M1 : 1 · · ·   Mk : k
  op(M1, . . . ,Mk) :  ,
where op represents application or any of case, ref, := , !,mkvar,while. Suppose
[[ Mj ]] = {ji }i∈I . Then   op(M1, . . . ,Mk) = {i}i∈I is deﬁned compositionally
by i = 〈1i , . . . ,ki 〉;op, where op is the corresponding special strategy. We analyze
all the special strategies in turn.
For application one uses the maps apply{Bj }j∈J ,{Ck}k∈K which are obtained as left; T (ev),
where ev is an application map of Fam(I). We describe their shape explicitly below.
T
({∏
j∈J
(Bj ⇒ T ({Ck}k∈K))
})
× T ({Bj }j∈J ) ⇒ T ({Ck}k∈K)
O q
P q
O )
P q
O j
P qj
...
apply ﬁrst visits the function component (second move). The next move by O is a signal
that a function value has been reached, then the strategy proceeds to the argument (fourth
move). The nextO-move j corresponds to a completed evaluation which triggers qj , a move
which begins the computation of the value of the application by entering the jth component
of the product. After that the play consists in copying moves between the two copies of
!Bj and T ({Ck}k∈K))) (only O can switch between the two copying modes). Note that if
{Bj }j∈J is int or unit each Bj is an empty game so no further play in T ({Bj }j∈J )
is possible after the ﬁfth move. In contrast, for int ref, !Bj is used to copy read and write
requests for variables.
For other cases of op the corresponding strategies are the smallest strategies containing
the respective positions listed below.
• case : T (int)×
∏N
i=0 T ()⇒ T ()
q qint
N∑
i=0
(iint q
i) s
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(where q qi s is a suitably relabelled position from idT (), so that the moves involved
are those from the ith copy of T () on the left and the copy on the right)
• ref : T (int)⇒ T (int ref)
q qint
N∑
i=0
(iint ) (read i)∗)
(
N∑
n=0
(write(n) ok (read n)∗)
)∗
• assign : T (int ref)× T (int)⇒ T (unit)
r qint ref )int ref qint
N∑
i=0
(iint write(i)int ref) okint ref d
• deref : T (int ref)⇒ T (int)
q qint ref )int ref readint ref
N∑
i=0
(iint ref i)
• mkvar : T (unit → int)× T (int → unit)⇒ T (int ref)
q q1 )1 q2 )2 )
(
N∑
i=0
(read q1,) i1,) i + write(i) r2,i d2,i ok)
)∗
• while : T (int)× T (unit)⇒ T (unit)
r
(
qint
(
N∑
i=1
iint
)
runit dunit
)∗
qint 0int d
Example 17. We revisit the terms let v = ref(0) in x.((v := x+!v); !v) and x.let v =
ref(0) in ((v := x+!v); !v) from Example 3. Both are interpreted by a singleton family of
strategies on T (int → int) = ∑)!(∏Ni=0 T (int)). q ) q1 11 q3 43 q1 51 is generated
by the ﬁrst term. Note that v is shared by all !-threads. The strategy interpreting the second
term has the position q ) q1 11 q3 33 q1 11 instead. Here each !-thread has its own copy
of v.
The game model described in this section is fully abstract for ∼ and.
Deﬁnition 18. A play is complete if all questions therein have been answered.
Let comp() denote the set of non-empty complete plays of a strategy. Then we have
Theorem 19 (Full abstraction, Abramsky and McCusker [5,6]). Let  M1,M2 : , 
M1 = {i}i∈I ,   M2 = {i}i∈I . Then M1∼ M2 :  if and only if for all i ∈ I ,
comp(i ) ⊆ comp(i ). Consequently, we have  M1M2 iff comp(i ) = comp(i ) for
all i ∈ I .
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Unlike in the call-by-name case, complete plays are no longer maximal. This allows the
game model to distinguish, for example, int→unit from x int.unit: the former does not
produce any non-empty complete position while the latter deﬁnes the position q ).
4. When are pointers really needed?
Since we are going to represent positions using sequences of moves, it is vital to un-
derstand when this indeed leads to a faithful representation of positions, i.e. when the
justiﬁcation pointers can be uniquely reconstructed. The need for pointers in call-by-name
game semantics arises at third order, where they are needed to distinguish the semantics
of f.f (x0.f (x1.x0)) from that of f.f (x0.f (x1.x1)) (both terms of type ((unit →
unit) → unit) → unit) [7]. Up to second-order in the call-by-name case they are com-
pletely redundant [11]. The call-by-value case is quite different. Because in call-by-value
games answers can justify questions, new shapes of arenas arise and sometimes pointers
have to be represented already at ﬁrst order. The fact that ambiguities arise when pointers
are removed stems from the use of !G-games. In !G, new threads of G can be started, but
when occurrences of ! are nested, it becomes necessary to assign the inner threads to the
outer ones and this is what pointers are used for. In call-by-value games the !G games arise
either through the function space construction or the strong monad T. In what follows we
aim to identify terms and types whose game semantics does not need pointers. Because of
the bracketing condition, it is not necessary to have pointers for answers, but there are many
arenas where the same cannot be said about questions.
The enabling relation of an arena generated by anRMLf type can be thought of as a forest.
Since the ability to retrieve pointers depends only on that relation, it sufﬁces to analyze all
possible shapes of branches that might arise. They are shown in Fig. 4 in a compact form:
the branches starting at the root and ending with a node that is not underlined turn out to be
“safe”: whenever they occur in an arena justiﬁcation pointers frommoves belonging to them
can be omitted (i.e. uniquely reconstructed). This is not true for branches with underlined
nodes, where forgetting the pointer from the underlined move leads to ambiguities as we
show below, enumerating the six underlined nodes from left to right. In each row we give
two positions that are different only thanks to the pointers, when pointers are removed they
become identical. The branch qqqq (Case 1.) corresponds to the call-by-name example
Fig. 4. Possible branches in the enabling relation.
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which we gave at the beginning of this section.
Theorem 20. Pointers leading from questions in safe branches can be reconstructed
uniquely (once erased).
Proof. We analyze all the ﬁve cases corresponding to the non-underlined question-nodes
of the tree. The ﬁrst case of an initial question is very easy, because initial moves never have
pointers. So, four cases remain.
Recall that we consider well-opened games only, i.e. there is only ever one occurrence
of the initial question. Hence there is no need to represent pointers to the initial question.
In the remaining three cases (qqq, qaq, qaqq) the visibility condition will help: it turns out
that only one of the potential justiﬁers is visible, so because the visibility condition must
be satisﬁed, the pointer must point at the unique visible justiﬁer.
(q0m1q2) Suppose sq2 is a position. Note that ifm1 occurs in s then the preceding move
must be q0. Therefore there can only be one occurrence of m1 in s.
(q0a1q2q3) Suppose sq3 is a position. Take s. Note that if q2 occurs in s the preceding
move is a1. Since a1 answers the unique initial question, there can be only one a1 in s.
Therefore there is a unique occurrence of q2 in s. 
Given an arenawe can use Fig. 4 to see immediatelywhether positions on the arena can be
stripped of pointers without loss of information: this is the case when the enabling relation
does not generate the problematic branches with underlined nodes. Next we examine the
implications of our ﬁndings for RMLf -types. Our ultimate aim is to design a restricted type
system RML−f where pointers can be omitted. The RML
−
f typing judgments will be those
of RMLf subject to further type constraints:
x1 : ctype1, . . . , xn : ctypen  M : ttype.
In what follows we discuss what types should be allowed as ctype and ttype. Recall that the
typing judgment above is interpreted by a family of strategies for the game
= ctype1× · · · × ctypen ⇒ T (ttype).
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4.1. Curried functions
Problems with pointers turn out to arise whenever types of the shape A → (B → C)
are used (both as ctype and ttype). For example, suppose ctype = unit → (unit → unit),
which is actually the simplest such type. We have ctype = {∑)!T (unit)}, where the
enabling relation, shown below, has the qaqa-branch 3
Then will have the problematic qqaq-branch and when pointers are left out, the positions
generated by the termsM0,M1, deﬁned by
Mi ≡ f : unit → (unit → unit)  let g0 = f () in (let g1 = f () in gi()) : unit,
will be identiﬁed, though the terms generate the following different (unique) complete plays:
This will force us to exclude types of the form A → (B → C) as ctype’s in the deﬁnition
of RML−f . Similarly, whenever a closed term of type ttype = unit → (unit → unit) is
considered, = T (ttype) =∑)!1(∑)!2T (unit)) will have the qaqaq-branch
Pointers are then needed to disambiguate the following two positions
Their origin is somewhat more complicated than in previous examples. They are induced
respectively by N0, N1 deﬁned by
Ni ≡ let X = ref 0 in (a. let Y = ref !X,
 = ([!X1];X := !X + 1)
in (b. [!X = 2; !Y = i];Y := 2))
To understand why this is the case, note that X is shared by all !1-threads, while Y remains
private to each !1-thread and it is shared by all !2-threads inside a ﬁxed !1-thread. The terms
3 In order to simplify ctype we have used the fact that the game 1 ⇒ A is always isomorphic to A. Strictly
speaking, ctype = {1 ⇒∑)!(1 ⇒ T (unit))}. We shall often do this in what follows.
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use the variables X and Y to restrict P’s responses to only those required in the positions
above. For instance, X is used to keep the total number of !1 threads: each time one is
opened, X is incremented. Then, because of [!X1], P will reply to an O-move q1 opening
a !1-thread only if this is the ﬁrst or second such thread. Additionally, each !1-thread has a
private copy of Y which stores its index. Hence, because of [!X = 2], attempts to open a
!2-thread (with r) can only trigger a reply from P if two !1-threads have been opened before.
Then the !2-thread to be opened must be inside the !1-thread numbered i.
The example shows that in general the game semantics of terms of type unit → (unit →
unit) cannot be described without pointers. However, banning all terms with types A →
(B → C) would deprive us of many interesting examples and prevent us from analyzing
some aspects of RML references. Therefore, we are going to admit some terms with such
types where the game semantics can be represented in a simpler way, by a (representative)
sample of the full strategy. Needless to say, the two terms featured above cannot become
part of RML−f .
The need for pointers in positions ofT (ttype) is due to the fact thatmany ttype-threads
can be opened in the game T (ttype) = ∑)!ttype leading to multiple occurrences of
q1. The problem does not arise if T ′({Ai}i∈I ) = {∑i∈I Ai} is used instead of the outer
T (then we have ∑) ttype). But when doing so we have to be sure that the restricted
semantics still represents the full semantics faithfully. This will be the case when plays in
each ttype-thread are the same. Such plays are generated by -abstractions, free identiﬁers
and preserved by case. Hence, we can admit terms of type unit → (unit → unit) but
only -abstractions possibly combined using case. We cannot introduce free identiﬁers
though, because the previous example shows that their contraction could not be handled
anyway. The restriction of T to T ′ means that we are representing single uses of the term
only, therefore such terms cannot be used as arguments to functions, although they may be
functions that are used in applications (application is a “linear” operation with respect to the
function).
4.2. Higher-order types
The call-by-name example of third-order terms reappears for call-by-value at order four
and shows that free variables of type ((unit → unit) → unit) → unit need pointers to be
accounted for adequately. For i = 0, 1 the typing judgments
f : ((unit → unit)→ unit)→ unit  f (xunit→unit1 .f (xunit→unit0 .xi()))
generate the following positions, respectively:
Consequently, in RML−f we cannot admit the above type as ctype. However, Fig. 4 shows
that there are no pointer-related problems for free identiﬁers of type ctype=(unit→unit)
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→ unit, since the corresponding arena ctype ⇒ T (ctype), shown below,
has branches of type qqq and qaqq. However, a new problem arises, because the semantics
of such variables is not regular. f : ctype f : ctype contains positions of the following
shape
and cannot be captured as a regular language. The same obstacle occurs for other terms of
type (unit → unit)→ unit, e.g. f.f () has positions
q0 )0 (r1 r2)
n (d2 d1)
n
Like before, we will address the problem by replacing the full strategy on · · · ⇒ T (ttype)
with its restriction to · · · ⇒ T ′(ttype).As already remarked, this simpliﬁed representation
is faithful for -abstractions and free identiﬁers (possibly combined using case).
To summarize, without pointers we can account for ctype’s of the form unit, unit → unit,
(unit → unit) → unit (but not unit → (unit → unit)). As for ttype, we can faithfully
represent unit, unit → unit and use an impoverished, yet representative, version of the
semantics for unit → (unit → unit), (unit → unit) → unit and (unit → unit) →
(unit → unit). Roughly speaking, whenever the type of a term contains two occurrences
of→, we have to appeal to the simpliﬁed representation. Of course, the summary above is
also relevant for types built from int (which is like unit as far as pointers are concerned)
and int ref (which is like unit → unit).
5. RML−f
We deﬁne a restrictionRML−f ofRMLf , closely following the points made in the previous
section. RML−f will allow procedures with functional arguments and constructs let f =
M inN where both M and N are functions or references. For instance, terms discussed in
Examples 3, 14, 16 will be RML−f terms. We are going to prove that the game semantics
of RML−f programs can be represented by regular languages and, hence, the associated
problems of equivalence and approximation are decidable. Initially, we shall focus on a
type system without products but, since they are already present in the model, their addition
is quite straightforward and at the same time useful, as we can then create tuples containing
both functions and variables, i.e. a rough form of objects.
RML−f is a subset of RMLf with typing judgments of the form
x1 : ctype1, . . . , xn : ctypen  M : ttype,
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where ctype and ttype are as follows:
ctype ::=  | →  ttype ::=  | → 
 ::=  | →  | int ref  ::= unit | int
Example 21 (Memoisation, Pitts and Stark [23]). The term memoise : (int → int) →
(int → int) deﬁned by
f.let a = ref(0), r = ref(f (0))
in (x.(if x =!a then () else (a := x; r := f x)); !r)
is in RML−f . memoise f stores the value of the latest function call to f for future use thus
improving efﬁciency. It is not true in general that memoise ff , because f might use
global store or depend on it. However, when f itself is an RML−f term, it will be possible
to use our framework to verify whether memoisation can be performed without observable
effects.
Consider the game in which the judgments are interpreted in the game model, namely
ctype1 × · · · × ctypen ⇒ T (ttype). Observe that branches contributed by ctypei
will always have safe shapes (Fig. 4). Those originating from ttype are safe only if ttype is
generated by . As explained before, for ttype’s of the shape  →  (that are not  at the
same time) we will resort to T ′ instead. Note that the only terms with such types are either
-abstractions and free identiﬁers possibly in case-branches. Therefore, the full semantics
can be recovered from the simpliﬁed one. In addition, the simpliﬁed version can be used
for calculating the full semantics of subsequent applications of these terms: terms of type
→  (and not ) are later used only in applications or branching which can be interpreted
faithfully with the “single use” representation.
Deﬁnition 22. Given anRML−f judgment   M : ttype let  = {A}i∈I . Then   M: ttype = {i}i∈I , where i : A⇒ T (ttype). We shall write ‖  M : ttype‖ for {i}i∈I
where
i =
{
comp(i ) ttype = ,
comp(i ) ∩ PA⇒T −(ttype) ttype = .
Proposition 23. For RML−f terms   M1,M2 : ttype, let ‖  Mj‖ = {ji }i∈I . Then
  M1∼ M2 if and only if 1i ⊆ 2i for all i ∈ I .
Theorem 24. For anyRML−f typing judgment  M : ttype, let ‖  M : ttype‖= {i}i∈I .
Then i is a regular language overMA⇒T (ttype) = MA +MT (ttype) for all i ∈ I .
Proof. We follow the style of presentation from the tutorial article [1]. Let  = {A}i∈I ,
 = {B}j∈J . We consider free identiﬁers ﬁrst.
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(ctype = ) Then ,  = {A × B}(i,j)∈I×J and consequently ‖, x :   x : ‖ =
{i,j }(i,j)∈I×J . Then i,j = q j C∗ , where
C = ∅,
Cint ref =
N∑
n=0
(write(n)r write(n)l okl okr + readr readl nl nr ),
C1→2 =
∑
u∈U
(
qur q
u
l
∑
v∈V
(vul v
u
r )
)
,
where 1 = {1}u∈U , 2 = {1}v∈V (i.e. 1 → 2 =
∏
u∈U T (2)).
(ctype = → ) Then ctype = {∏j∈J (B ⇒ T ())}, so , ctype = {A ×
ctype}(i,))∈I×{)} and , x : ctype  x : ctype = {i,)}(i,))∈I×{)}. Supposing =
{1}v∈V we have i,) = q ) C→ where
C→ =
∑
j∈J
(
q
j
r q
j
l (C[l, r/r, l])∗
∑
v∈V
(v
j
l v
j
r )
)
.
For -abstraction, suppose ‖  x1 .M : ttype‖ = {i}i∈I , ttype = 1 → 2 and
‖, x : 1  M : 2‖ = {′i}i∈I . Then
i =
{
q ) (′i )∗ ttype = ,
q ) ′i ttype = .
Let {Xz}z∈Z be a family of sets and let Y ⊆ Z. Below we are going to use homomorphisms
 : (∑z∈Z Xz)∗ → (∑y∈Y Xy)∗ such that for x ∈∑z∈Z Xz:
(x) =
{
x x ∈ Xz, z ∈ Y,
 otherwise,
i.e., depending on whether z ∈ Y , the character is copied or erased. We shall always use
the letter  to refer to homomorphisms of that kind. Observe that for L ⊆ (∑y∈Y Xy)∗,
−1(L) consists of words l ∈ L which are padded with characters from Xz (z ∈ Z \ Y ).
Recall that homomorphic images and inverse images preserve regularity [14].
Next we consider constructs interpreted by the special strategies ref, assign, deref,while,
mkvar (case and apply will be treated separately in a more direct way in order to avoid
characterizing them for each  in turn).
Let op : T (ttype1) × T (ttype2) ⇒ T (ttype) be the strategy used to interpret an
RML−f typing judgment of the shape
  M1 : ttype1   M2 : ttype2
  op(M1,M2) : ttype .
Section 3.4 shows that comp(op) is regular. Suppose ‖  Mj : ttypej‖ = {ji }i∈I for
j = 1, 2, let A = MA +MT (ttype1) +MT (ttype2) +MT (ttype) and
 : A∗ → (MT (ttype1) +MT (ttype2) +MT (ttype))∗
1,2 : A∗ → (MA +MT (ttype1) +MT (ttype2))∗
′ : A∗ → (MA +MT (ttype))∗
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Then ‖  op(M1,M2)‖ = {i}i∈I where
i = ′( −11,2( 1i ||2i ) ∩ −1(comp(op) )).
The above formula simply describes the interleaving of positions controlled by op. For
op = while, one has to use (1i )∗ and (2i )∗ instead of 1i ,2i .
Finally we consider branching and application.
(casettype) Suppose‖  M : int‖= {′i}i∈I ,‖  Mn : ttype‖= {ni }i∈I forn= 0, . . . , N,
and ‖  casettype(M)[M0, . . . ,MN ]‖ = {i}i∈I . Observe that, roughly speaking, each
position in i arises from a position of Mn preceded by a position from ′i that ends
in n. We capture that intuition formally next. For each i ∈ I , we decompose ′i into⋃
n=0 ′in where positions of ′in are those ending in n. ′in are still regular languages,
because ′in = ′i ∩ (qintM∗A nint). In what follows we shall interleave plays of ′in
with those of ni in the same way as this happens during composition with case. Let
A = MA +MT (int) +MT (ttype) and A1 = MA +MT (ttype). Then
i = 
(
N∑
n=0
(′in||ni
)
∩ q qintM∗A
(
N∑
n=0
nint
)
(A1 \ {q})∗ )
where  : A∗ → A∗1.
(apply) Suppose ‖  M1:→′‖={1i }i∈I , ‖  M2:‖ = {2i }i∈I and ‖  M1M2 :
′‖ = {i}i∈I . Then 1i and 2i are regular languages for the alphabets A1,A2, respec-
tively:
A1 = MA +MT (⇒T (′)) = MA + {q1, )} +
∑
j∈J MB⇒T (′)
= MA + {q1, )} +∑j∈J MB +∑j∈J T (′)
A2 = MA +MT () = MA + {q2} + J +
∑
j∈J MB.
Note that A1 and A2 share∑j∈J MB . The composition of 1i and 2i with apply,′
can be thought of as synchronization on that component. That interaction can be captured
by words over
A1︷ ︸︸ ︷
A = MA + ∑
j∈J
T (′)+ {q1, )} + ∑
j∈J
MB + {q2} + J +MA
︸ ︷︷ ︸
A2
Additionally, Stage 1 of 2i has to be scheduled right after ). We will model that
by additional synchronization on q2 and elements of J which are inserted into 1i
following ):
1
′
i = ( 1i || (q2 J ) ) ∩ ( q1A∗ ) q2 J A∗ ).
Subsequently the synchronizing moves will be erased using . LetA1 = A1+{q2}+ J ,
A2 = A2, and let i : A∗ → A∗i for i = 1, 2. Let  : A∗ → (MA + MT (′)))
be the homomorphism that copies elements of the two copies of MA and those from
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∑
j∈J MT (′) to their unique copies on the right, and erases q1, ), q2, elements of J and∑
j∈J MB . Then i = (−11 (1
′
i ) ∩ −12 (2i )). 
5.1. Addition of products
We extend the previously given type system by considering typing judgments of the form
x1 : ctype1, . . . , xn : ctypen  M : ttype, where
ctype ::= ′ | ′ → ′ ttype ::= ′ | ′ → ′
′ ::= × · · · ×  ′ ::= × · · · × 
 ::=  | ′ → ′ | int ref  ::= unit | int.
We will still use the name RML−f for the resulting language. RML
−
f supports tupling of
terms of types  (i.e. variables, ﬁrst-order functions and ground-type values) through the
following rules:
  Mi : i i = 1, . . . , k
  〈M1, . . . ,Mk 〉 : 1 × · · · × k ,
  M : 1 × · · · × k 1 ik
  i (M) : i
with the following operational semantics:
M1 ⇓ V1 · · · Mk ⇓ Vk
〈M1, . . . ,Mk 〉 ⇓ 〈V1, . . . , Vk 〉 ,
M ⇓ 〈V1, . . . , Vk 〉
i (M) ⇓ Vi .
let 〈 x1, . . . , xk 〉 = M1 in M2 will serve as shorthand for
let x = M1, x1 = 1(x), . . . , xk = k(x) in M2.
Example 25 (Equality test for locations). The equality test for locations eq : int ref ×
int ref → int can be deﬁned in RML−f by
(x, x′).let 〈 v, b 〉 = 〈 !x, x := !x′ + 1; (!x =!x′) 〉 in (x := v; b).
See also Examples 27 and 28.
On the semantic front, since Fam(I) has products, we can again appeal to the standard
interpretation [18]: projections are interpreted by composition with T-images of projections
from Fam(I) (which we simply call proji), for tupling one uses the previously discussed
left-maps:
proji1,...,k : T (1× · · · × k)⇒ T (i)
left1,...,k : T (1)× · · · × T (k)⇒ T (1 × · · · × k).
Assuming i = {Ai}ji∈Ii for i = 1, . . . , k, the complete positions of tuple and proj are
of the following shapes:
comp(proji1,...,k ) = q q1 (j11 , . . . , j1k ) ji C∗i
comp(left1,...,k ) = q q1 j11 . . . qk jkk (j1, . . . , jk)
(
k∑
i=1
Ci
)∗
,
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whereC is the same as in the proof of Theorem 24. Observe that the new types do not cause
any new problems with pointers, since the product game construction does not contribute
any new branches in the enabling relation. Therefore, like before, we will represent the full
semantics if ttype is an ′-type and its simpliﬁed version (based on T −) when ttype is not
an ′-type. After changing  to ′ we can adopt Deﬁnition 22 and prove that Theorem 24
still holds.
Proof. Only the case of free identiﬁers needs to be revisited. For other constructs the
same analysis still applies. Tupling and projecting can be interpreted following the pattern
for op.
Suppose  = {A}i∈I , ′ = 1 × · · · × k and ′ = {B}j∈J .
• ctype = ′. Hence,  × ctype = {A × B}(i,j)∈I×J , i.e. ‖, x : ctype  x : ctype‖ =
{(i,j)}(i,j)∈I×J . Then we have (i,j) = q j (C′)∗, where C′ = C1 + · · · + Ck , C,
Cint ref are deﬁned as in the proof of Theorem 24, and supposing 4 ′1 = {1?}u∈U and
′2 = {1?}v∈V , (i.e. ′1 → ′2 =
∏
u∈U T (
′
2))
C′1→′2 =
∑
u∈U
(
qur q
u
l
∑
v∈V
(vul v
u
r )
)
.
• ctype = ′ → ′. Hence, ctype = {∏j∈J (B ⇒ T (′))} and ‖, x : ctypex :
ctype‖ = {i,)}(i,))∈I×{)}. Then we have i,) = q ) C′→′ where, supposing {′} =
{1?}v∈V , we set
C′→′ =
∑
j∈J
(q
j
r q
j
l (C′ [r, l/ l, r])∗
∑
v∈V
(v
j
l v
j
r )).
The proof of Theorem 24 shows that the regular language representation can be generated
from the term in an effective way. Hence we have
Theorem 26. Observational equivalence and approximation of RML−f -terms are decid-
able.
We ﬁnish this section with some equivalences previously considered in the literature.
Because the terms involved turn out to belong to RML−f they can be conﬁrmed using
Theorem 26.
Example 27 (Representation independence). The following equivalence between terms of
type (unit → unit)× (unit → int) is true:
let 〈 c1, c2 〉 = 〈 ref(0), ref(1) 〉
in 〈 x.(c1 := !c2; c2 := !c2 + 1), x.(!c1 =!c2) 〉 〈 x.(), x.0 〉.
Example 28 (Proﬁling, Pitts and Stark [23]). Consider the term
proﬁle ≡ f.let c = ref(0) in 〈 x.(c := !c + 1; f x), x.!c 〉
4We write 1? for 1× · · · × 1.
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of type  → ( × (unit → int)), where  = ′1 → ′2. For any f : , proﬁle f returns
a tuple whose ﬁrst component behaves exactly as f but in addition each call increments c.
The current total is then available via the second component. Both properties are formally
captured by the equivalences: f :   1(proﬁle f )f and
f : ,
g, h : → unit 
let 〈 f ′, r 〉 = proﬁle f let 〈 f ′, r 〉 = proﬁle f
in (gf ′; f x;hf ′; (r()+ 1))  in (gf ′; f ′x;hf ′; r()).
Finally, we consider Example 5.9 from [23] which goes beyond RML−f :
let c = ref(0) in f unit→unit.(c := 1; f (); !c)  f unit→unit.f (); 1.
The underlying game semantics is not regular in this case (it is deterministic context-free).
A simpliﬁed version of this equivalence:
let c = ref(0) in f unit.(c := 1; f ; !c)  f unit.f ; 1
still ﬁts into RMLf .
6. Undecidability
In this section we show that the halting problem for a class of ﬁnite-state machines
equipped with queues can be reduced to a second-order program equivalence query. The
discovery of universality of such machines goes back to Post’s research on simple rewriting
systemswith undecidable termination problems [24].Among the best known are the normal
canonical systems wherein each reduction has the shape ai → bi . With queues, rules
like these are easily implementable and machines inspired by this observation were indeed
considered by Post in the form of P-tag systems [17].
We are going to demonstrate that there are strategies induced by second-order RMLf
terms which can be viewed as computations with queues. Informally, the queue structure
will arise from suitably interleaved and nested function calls whose interaction is controlled
by local variables with suitable scopes. In order to capture this behaviour we consider
an auxiliary kind of store called a Q-store. A Q-store is an unbounded array where each
entry, in addition to the stored element, contains two other ﬁelds used for bookkeeping.
Any stored element can be accessed provided that some requirements, formulated using
the bookkeeping information, are satisﬁed. The purpose of the bookkeeping is to make it
possible to detect and isolate the case when the history of aQ-store corresponds to the queue
discipline.Q-stores were ﬁrst introduced in [19] where the undecidability of IdealizedAlgol
was proved. Here we show how to adapt the approach to second-order RMLf .
6.1. Q-stores
In what follows we use a ﬁnite alphabet  on the understanding that it can be easily
modelled using the ground datatype int since the latter contains at least two elements
(N > 0).
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Deﬁnition 29. AQ-store stores characters from. Its content is deﬁned by a natural number
n (size) and a function f : {0, . . . , n} →  × {+,−} × {+,−}. The three ﬁelds of f (i)
will be referred to as f (i).SYMBOL, f (i). ACCESSED and f (i).MARKED, respectively
(the ﬁrst one holds the stored character, the latter two indicate whether the ith entry has
already been accessed or marked by the FETCH operation to be introduced later). The
empty Q-store is deﬁned by n = 0 and f (0) = (†,+,−), where † is a dummy symbol
already deemed accessed but unmarked:
0
SYMBOL †
ACCESSED +
MARKED −
A Q-store can be modiﬁed using only two operations:
• ADD x adds x ∈  to the store. The new Q-store
f ′ : {0, . . . , n+ 1} → × {+,−}2
is deﬁned by f ⊆ f ′, f ′(n+ 1) = (x,−,−).
• FETCH is the only access method. It can return any previously unaccessed stored char-
acter f (i).SYMBOL (i.e. f (i).ACCESSED = −) provided an index j can be found such
that 0j < in and
f (j).ACCESSED = +, f (j).MARKED = −.
As a result, f (i).ACCESSED, f (j).MARKED both change to +.
In short, FETCHcan access an unaccessed elementwith index i provided there exists another
unmarked but already accessed element with an index smaller than j. Note that the choice
of (i, j) is an integral part of the access procedure and different choices affect the store in
different ways.
Example 30. TheQ-store shown below resulted from the following sequence of operations
performed on the empty Q-store: ADD a, ADD b, FETCH, ADD c, ADD d, FETCH, ADD
e ((1, 0) and, respectively, (4, 1) were chosen by FETCH). The accessed symbols were a
and d.
0 1 2 3 4 5
SYMBOL † a b c d e
ACCESSED + + − − + −
MARKED + + − − − −
Q-stores are nondeterministic. In particular the GET-FETCH behaviour might turn out to
imitate a queue. This will occur when each FETCH operation chooses i and j to be the index
of the ﬁrst unaccessed element and i − 1 respectively. The “ﬁrst-in ﬁrst-out” discipline
leaves a characteristic pattern in the store: no minus occurs between two pluses in the row
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of ACCESSED ﬁelds, as shown in the store below (which arises when the two instances of
FETCH from Example 30 choose (1, 0) and (2, 1)).
0 1 2 3 4 5
SYMBOL † a b c d e
ACCESSED + + + − − −
MARKED + + − − − −
Note that after an occurrence of − arises between two pluses (like in Example 30) it can
never be overwritten, because FETCHwill be unable to ﬁnd a suitable element for marking.
Therefore, given a Q-store we can immediately tell whether it acted like a queue. Another
consequence is the following
Lemma 31. If all elements of a Q-store have been accessed, then its behaviour pattern
was that of a queue.
We introduce state machines equipped with Q-stores next.
Deﬁnition 32. A Q-machine is a tuple Qˆ = 〈Q,, q0, F, ADD, FETCH 〉, where:
• Q = QA +QF + F is the set of states, q0 ∈ QA;
• ADD : QA → Q ×  deﬁnes transitions from states q ∈ QA: ADD 2(ADD(q)) is
performed on the machine’s Q-store and the state changes to 1(ADD(q));
• FETCH : QF ×  → Q deﬁnes actions at states in QF: an attempt to execute FETCH
takes place and if it is successful the next state depends on the returned symbol.
A Q-machine starts from the initial state q0 with empty Q-store and makes (nondeter-
ministic) transitions until a ﬁnal state (from F) is reached. A run ending in a ﬁnal state will
be called ﬁnal. A ﬁnal run leading to a Q-store in which all elements have been accessed is
called complete. We will say that a Q-machine halts if there exists a complete run. By the
above lemma, as far as halting is concerned, Q-machines are embellished queue-equipped
ﬁnite-state automata. Hence, they essentially inherit the following Theorem from Post’s
work.
Theorem 33. Q-machines have an undecidable halting problem.
6.2. Representing Q-machines
Weare going to deﬁne a representation scheme for arbitraryQ-machine runs. Theywill be
represented via plays for a certain game, but eventually we will isolate only those positions
that correspond to complete runs. For technical convenience we will assume that the initial
state of a Q-store results from a special ADD action, indexed by 0, executed once at the
very beginning, which introduces the unmarked accessed symbol † but does not affect the
state.
We shall use plays for the game = (unit → unit) → (unit → unit) → unit,
i.e.
∑
)!(T (unit) ⇒
∑
)!(T (unit) ⇒ T (unit))). Its enabling relation is presented
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below:
r1, d1 originate from the left copy of T (unit), r2, d2 come from the middle one and r, d
from the right one.
The representation of a Q-machine run will begin with
Each ADD operation (including the dummy operation initializing the store) will then
be interpreted by the segment where the justiﬁcation pointer of q points at the
second “initializing” move )0:
FETCH steps using (i, j) (j < i) will be represented by segments where
the justiﬁcation pointers of r, r1 depend i and j as shown below:
Lemma 34. The sequences of moves interpreting Q-store histories according to the above
recipe are plays on .
Proof. It sufﬁces to verify the bracketing and visibility conditions. The former is easily
seen to be satisﬁed so we focus on visibility.
Observe that the O-view of each such sequence consists of all ADD-blocks and
segments originating from each FETCH-block.
(ADD) Because q0)0 is visible, the ﬁrst move of eachADD-block satisﬁes visibility. So do
the following three moves since each of them is justiﬁed by the preceding move.
(FETCH) Because eachADD-block is visible, the ﬁrst move r in a FETCH-block satisﬁes
visibility. After r is played, the question q from the ith block is visible to P so
the second move r1 in the block is also correct. After the two moves, O still has
all ADD blocks preceding the ithADD block in his view, so the third move r in
the block satisﬁes the rules. Finally, the three answers at the end of a FETCH
block are easily seen to be correct. 
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The link between game semantics and the halting problem forQ-machinewill be provided
by the following theorem. Strictly speaking, M
Qˆ
 is a singleton family of strategies, but
we will simply treat it as a strategy.
Theorem 35. For each Q-machine Qˆ there exists a termM
Qˆ
such that
comp(M
Qˆ
) =
if and only if Qˆ does not halt.
More precisely, we shall show
Lemma 36. For a given Q-machine Qˆ, there exists a term M
Qˆ
such that compM
Qˆ

contains as well as positions of the shape s d2d · · · d2d︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+1
where
• s is a position representing a complete run of Qˆ resulting in a Q-store of size n;
• the n+1 d2d-segments are answers to respectively r, r2 played in ADD blocks numbered
from n down to 0 (in fact there is no choice by the bracketing condition).
Clearly, the above Lemma implies the Theorem: if Qˆ never halts we have comp(M
Qˆ
)
= {q0)0, q0)0q)}; if it does then therewill be another position in comp(MQˆ) representing
the halting (complete) run. BeforeM
Qˆ
is introduced we examine more closely a number of
terms which will be used as its building blocks.
Let us consider the position which is generated, for example, by terms of the
shape f.g.(· · ·). Suppose O plays r justiﬁed by ) next. Various replies are possible.
Example 37.
(1) f.g.g() replies with r2 producing which is consistent with
the way we interpretADD operations. Moreover, whenO subsequently plays d2, Pwill
reply with d (just like Lemma 36 expects the players to behave after a complete run).
The play can go on (O could play new copies of q, r or d, rules permitting) but P’s
responses will always be analogous.
(2) f.g.f () replies with r1 yielding This time the responses
match the ﬁrst two moves used to represent FETCH. Moreover, when d1 is played next,
P will reply with d, as in the ﬁnal moves of the representation of a FETCH step.
(3) f.g.() contains which is the same as the middle part of the
simulation of FETCH.
M
Qˆ
will imitate one of the above terms depending on the stage of the simulation. Recall
that has the shape
∑
)(!1(A ⇒
∑
)!2(B ⇒ C))). ADD steps can then be viewed as
opening new !1-threads (with q) while FETCH steps revisit the two !1-threads corresponding
to i and j (with r). As for !2-threads, each ADD step creates one !2-thread nested inside the
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just opened !1-thread. After that new !2-threads (inside the relevant !1-threads) are opened
for revisiting (either for access or marking). In order to restrict plays on to the patterns
corresponding toQ-machine runswe introduce two classes of variableswith differing scopes
(cf. Examples 3 and 17).
The ﬁrst one will comprise “inner” variables that are local to each of the !1-threads. As
might be expected they will be SYMBOL, ACCESSED, MARKED corresponding to the
internal state of the machine’s Q-store. Thus, once an ADD block is created it will have
fresh and private copies of these variables.
Another group of “outer” variables will range over all !1-threads rather than single !1-
threads. They are:
• STATE—corresponding to the state of the simulated Q-machine,
• FIRST—used to distinguish the ﬁrst ADD operation which initializes the store (initially
it is set to 1 and after ﬁrst ADD will always be equal to 0)
• A and F—used to guide the intermediate stages in the simulation of ADD and FETCH,
respectively (initially both are 0 but during the simulation will be incremented to inform
about the current stage of the simulation).
Although the state is hidden in plays, we can track the interim values of variables at any
time during play by referring to the hidden interactions with copies of ref. The termM
Qˆ
is
presented in Fig. 5. It has the shape
let %outer in (f.let %inner in g.(· · ·)),
where (· · ·) is a combination of the three terms from Example 37 annotated with code which
manipulates and checks values of the variables.
Proof of Lemma 36. We have to show that complete positions in M
Qˆ
 have the desired
shape.
The only initial move is q0 to which P will reply with )0 (so q0)0 ∈ comp(MQˆ)). This
will be preceded by a hidden interaction interpreting lines 2–5 where the outer variables
STATE,FIRST , A, F are initialized respectively to q0, 1, 0, 0.
Let us assume that s′ = q0 )0 s ∈ MQˆ represents several computational steps of Qˆ.
i.e. s consists of ADD- and FETCH-blocks. We shall prove by induction on the number of
simulated steps that, as long as the value of !STATE at the end of s′ is not in F, all potential
extensions of s′ to a complete position have to use segments corresponding to further steps
of Qˆ. The case of !STATE ∈ F will be considered separately at the very end.
It is helpful to identify the following invariants for s′:
• the hidden value !STATE at the end of s′ corresponds to Qˆ’s state after the represented
steps have taken place;
• the copies of SYMBOL, ACCESSED,MARKED in ADD blocks have the same values as
the corresponding entries of Qˆ’s Q-store;
• !A, !F are equal to 0 at the end of s′;
• FIRST indicates whether the ﬁrst dummy ADD step (modelling the initialization of the
Q-store) was already modelled.
Note that all these are satisﬁed after the ﬁrst two moves.
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1 let
2 STATE = ref(q0)
3 FIRST = ref(1)
4 A = ref(0)
5 F = ref(0)
6 in
7 (f. let
8  = [!STATE ∈ QA ∧ !A = 0]
9  = (A := 1)
10 SYMBOL = ref(‡)
11 ACCESSED = ref(if !FIRST then + else −)
12 MARKED = ref(−)
13 in
14 (g. if (!A = 1 ∧ !SYMBOL = ‡) then
15
16 (A := 0;
17 if !FIRST then (FIRST := 0; SYMBOL := †)
18 else (SYMBOL, STATE) := ADD(!STATE);
19 g();
20 [!STATE ∈ F ];
21 [!ACCESSED = +])
22
23 else if (!STATE ∈ QF ∧ !F = 0) then
24
25 ([!ACCESSED = −];
26 F := 1;
27 ACCESSED :=+;
28 f ();
29 [!F = 2];
30 F := 0;
31 STATE := FETCH(!STATE, !SYMBOL))
32
33 else if (!F = 1) then
34
35 ([!ACCESSED = +, !MARKED = −];
36 F := 2;
37 MARKED :=+)
38
39 else unit)
40 end)
41 end
Fig. 5. The term representing a Q-machine.
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Following s′, by the visibility condition, the nextO-move can only be one of the following:
(1) q justiﬁed by the unique occurrence of )0,
(2) r justiﬁed by an occurrence of ) from an ADD block,
(3) d2 justiﬁed by a ﬁnal r2 from the most recent ADD block.
Recall from Example 37.1 that r2 corresponds to the g() code, therefore playing d2 (3) will
trigger moves corresponding to lines 20–21. Since we are currently considering only cases
when !STATE /∈ F , P will not be able to reply so (3) cannot extend the position in question.
We analyze the ﬁrst two cases in turn.
(1) After q is played, moves corresponding to lines 8–12 are played out in the hidden
component and we can expect ) to emerge from the interaction (cf. Example 37) if and
only if !STATE ∈ QADD and !A = 0 (line 8). Thus, when !STATE /∈ QA, P will have
no reply (as required, because then no ADD step is possible). If !STATE ∈ QA then )
will be played and !A will become 1 (line 9). Note also that lines 10–12 will produce
fresh copies of SYMBOL,MARKED (initialized to ‡,−) 5 and ofACCESSED (its initial
value depends on !FIRST in the correct way). If s′ = q0)0 then, because q0 ∈ QA, )
will be played which will yield the requisite complete position s′q).
After ) is played, when O subsequently plays q, P will have no reply because !A is
now 1 (line 8 blocks the previous response )). Hence, to extend the current position O
might play either d2 or r justiﬁed by some occurrence of ). The former would ﬁnish
the play (since we still have !STATE /∈ F ), so we can focus on the latter possibility.
Regardless of the actual justiﬁer, r triggers moves corresponding to the code under g
(lines 14–39), so (because we have !F = 0 and !STATE ∈ QA) P will reply only if
!A = 1∧!SYMBOL = ‡ on line 14 is satisﬁed (the reply is then determined by lines
16–21). But for !SYMBOL = ‡ to hold, the pointer of rmust be to anADD block where
!SYMBOL = ‡. This can only be the case if r points at the preceding move, because
in other blocks !SYMBOL has already changed according to the invariants. Therefore,
the only O-move leading to an extension is O’s r justiﬁed by the preceding ) (which is
consistent with our design of an ADD block). Then lines 16–18 are played out: !A is
reset to 0, SYMBOL, STATE and FIRST are updated as required and r2 is played (as in
Example 37.2) thus completing the creation of a newADD block.
(2) Because !F = 0, !A = 0 after each step, an rmove made after a complete step has been
simulated is replied to only if !STATE ∈ QF (line 23), which results in interpreting
lines 25–31. Supposing r’s justiﬁer ) comes from the ith ADD block, P will reply only
if !ACCESSED = − in that block (line 25). r1 is played then (line 28; because of f ()
like in Example 37.2) and F changes to 1. After r1 O can see all ADD blocks preceding
the ith, some rd pairs left by FETCH and where q comes from the ith block and r1
is the last move. This raises many possibilities of moves forO, which we again examine
case by case.
(a) d1 is blocked by line 29.
(b) Any q is blocked by [!STATE ∈ QA] (line 8).
(c) r justiﬁed by ) from an ADD block with index j where j < i may trigger d (as in
Example 37.3), since we have !F = 1 satisfying the test on line 33. However, this
will happen if and only if !ACCESSED = + and !MARKED = − in the jth block
5We assume that ‡ is a special symbol, i.e. ‡ /∈ .
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(line 35) as required by FETCH. The MARKED ﬁeld of the jth block will be reset
to + and F will change to 2.
Next, O faces the same possibilities as above. (b) is still blocked by line 8. Line 33 now
blocks (c) because we have !F = 2. For this reason, d1 will now trigger d (lines 29–31),
but before that !STATE will be updated using !SYMBOL from the ith block and F will
be reset to 0, completing a FETCH step.
In the above we have shown that comp(M
Qˆ
) contains q0)0, q0 )0 q) and possibly other
positions but these have to be extensions of plays representing ﬁnal runs.We show next that
the other positions occur only if the ﬁnal run involved is complete, i.e. when all entries in
the Q-store have been accessed.
Consider a position representing a series of runs such that !STATE ∈ F at its end.Omight
then play either q (P will not reply because of line 8), or r (P will not reply because line 39
then applies), or d2. Recall that d2 is associated with g() (Example 37.1) and it will now
trigger d because the test !STATE ∈ F (line 20) is positive. However, this will happen only
if !ACCESSED = + in the relevant block (line 21). Afterwards, the same reasoning applies
when subsequent d2-moves by O refer to other ADD blocks. By playing d2 repeatedly O
and Pwill in fact verify whether allQ-store entries have been accessed during the simulated
ﬁnal run. Consequently, by Lemma 31, complete positions can only arise when the ﬁnal
run is also complete run. 
Nowwe can easily reduce the (undecidable) halting problem forQ-machines to a program
equivalence query. Observe ﬁrst that comp(M) = {q0)0, q0 )0 q)} forM ≡ f.letX =
ref(0) in (([!X = 0];X := 1); (g.unit)).
Theorem 38. A Q-machine Qˆ halts if and only ifM
Qˆ
M . Second-order RMLf program
equivalence is thus undecidable.
7. Conclusion
Wehave analyzed anML-like languageRMLf through its game semantics.RMLf permits
the construction of higher-order functions with local variables (let v = ref(0) inM : 1 →
2) that persist over multiple applications of the function. In certain cases, made precise in
the deﬁnition of RML−f , that behaviour can be characterized using regular expressions. In
all those cases  is a product of ﬁrst-order types ′1 → ′2 or int ref, where the last case
can be used to pass a variable out of scope. Consequently, we were able to revisit many
program equivalences previously studied in the literature using other techniques, notably,
various forms of logical relations [23]. Further increases in the nesting of arrows, e.g.
taking  = (unit → unit)→ unit, lead to loss of regularity or, even worse, make program
equivalence undecidable ( = (unit → unit) → (unit → unit) → unit). It seems that
more decidable cases, like (unit → unit) → unit, could still be captured with visibly
pushdown automata [8], which we have recently used in work on call-by-name games [21].
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